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Abstract We propose grid2vec, a novel approach for image representation learn-
ing based on Graph Convolutional Network (GCN). Existing visual representation
methods suffer from several issues, such as requiring high-computation, losing in-
depth structures, and being restricted to specific objects. grid2vec converts an
image to a low-dimensional feature vector. A key component of grid2vec is Flexi-
ble Grid-Graphs, a spatially-adaptive method based on the image key-points, as a
flexible grid, to generate the graph representation. It represents each image with a
graph of unique node locations and edge distances. Nodes, in Flexible Grid-Graphs,
describe the most representative patches in the image. We develop a multi-channel
Convolutional Neural Network architecture to learn local features of each patch.
We implement a hybrid node-embedding method, i.e., having spectral and non-
spectral components. It aggregates the products of neighbours’ features and node’s
eigenvector centrality score. We compare the performance of grid2vec with a set
of state-of-the-art representation learning and visual recognition models. grid2vec
has only 512 features in comparison to a range from VGG16 with 25,090 to NAS-
Net with 487,874. We show the models’ superior accuracy in both binary and
multi-class image classification. Although we utilise imbalanced, low-size dataset,
grid2vec shows stable and superior results against the well-known base classifiers.
1 Introduction
Feature representation learning is a key problem in computer vision. Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have been used to learn image features in multiple visual
applications. Deep representation learning was early explored in Siamese networks.
They were trained to find similar images such as in signature verification [22].
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Fig. 1 The proposed grid2vec approach has multiple components. (a) shows the extraction
of the key-points for a predefined number of nodes. (b) visualises the node projection and
the constructed flexible grid-graphs. (c) generates a 32 × 32 patch around each node key-
point. (d) computes the convolution features using the pre-trained models that are trained
on the ImageNet dataset. In this example, 25 CNN feature extraction networks run over 25
nodes (patches). (e) computes the node embeddings based on the eigenvectors centrality and
node2Vec using the convolution features and edges’ distances. (f) produces the final 1 × 512
features vector.
Later, such deep representations have been proposed in multiple applications such
as zero-shot learning, video representation, and face recognition. In general, CNNs
learn representative image convolutions through receptive fields to capture context
information in an image. However, CNNs are limited to local regions and affected
by their isotropic mechanism [28]. These challenges make the CNNs neglecting
useful structural information of an image. CNNs are also distracted by backgrounds
and unrepresentative regions. Therefore, we describe the best solution to learn
the convolutions only for the useful image segments while preserving the overall
structural information. To this end, the image may be represented into a graph
that has its nodes represent image patches or regions. However, CNNs can not
deal with such a graph of irregular structures.
Recently, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) and Graph Convolutional Networks
(GCNs) have learned feature representation vectors of graph, sub-graph, or node
embeddings such as node2vec [15], graph2vec [30], doc2vec [25], and sub2vec [1].
Multiple techniques have tried to represent the image as a graph to harness the
power of such graph representation learning methods. These techniques include
part-based [12], region-based [3], tree graphs [38], predefined skeleton [43], patch-
based grid-graph [47], and pixel grid-graphs [14]. These approaches outperform
CNN in encoding long relations between image regions [26]. However, they suffer
from several issues, such as losing significant local structures and the need for
high computation resources. Graph models were developed for visual tasks with
multiple objects in an image such as object detection [42], tracking [12], action
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recognition [35], person search [44], face clustering [40], human pose estimation
[46], multi-label image recognition [5], and segmentation [40]. However, to our
knowledge, GNNs or GCNs have not been adopted before to learn the whole image
representations as a feature vector. We aim to extend the power of GCN to visual
information retrieval and image classification applications.
We propose grid2vec, a Flexible Grid-Graphs approach. It constructs graph
nodes only of informative image patches. We locate each graph node on a grid
with original image coordinates. Our proposed design maintains the advantages of
the global structure of the 2D grid, local structure of the superpixels or region-
based graphs, and the flexible structure of the skeleton-based methods. Fig. 1
shows the main components of the proposed grid2vec. It converts an image to a
feature vector through a 2D grid. grid2vec aggregates the node embeddings using
multiple CNNs.
grid2vec incorporates a set of novel contributions, as follows:
– A Flexible Grid-Graphs, a visual representation learning approach that pro-
vides compact contextual representations considering most significant image
patches and preserving their spatial relations on the grid.
– We introduce ten different methodologies to compute the node embeddings in
grid2vec. We implemented spectral representation, message passing, and node
aggregation techniques.
– grid2vec is an effective method for dimensionality reduction. grid2vec produces
small vector size to represent the image feature space.
– grid2vec output vectors enable an accurate and efficient image classification
modelling. grid2vec shows high accuracy and stability during the network learn-
ing process.
As a case study, we implemented the proposed grid2vec for binary and multi-
class image classification. We compare the vector size and learning results of the
grid2vec with the state-of-the-art CNN-based methods such as VGG [36], ResNets
[17,21,18], DenseNet [20], MobileNet [33,19], NASNet [48], Xception [7] and In-
ceptionV3 [37]. We also compare the grid2vec’s embedding methodology of using
the eigenvector centrality with the node2vec [15] on skip-gram and random walks
and GCN [23] methods.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. The related works are discussed
in Section 2. Section 3 explains the components of the proposed grid2vec. Sections
4 and 5 show the experimental results and work conclusion, respectively.
2 Related Work
In this section, we discuss recent development of CNN and GNN architectures
for image representation. We then review related work in graph representation
to highlight the significance of our proposed method in terms of flexibility and
expressiveness.
2.1 Architectures of CNNs
Recently, CNNs have witnessed fast development. There are many CNN archi-
tectures that are widely used to learn image representations, such as VGG [36],
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ResNets [17,21,18], DenseNet [20], MobileNet [33,19], and NASNet [48]. VGG
architecture includes a set of 3× 3 convolutional blocks that are activated by non-
linear ReLU functions. A max-pooling process follows each block. Commonly, the
VGG convectional layers and ReLU non-linearities are separated by batch normal-
isation [36]. ResNet has a 7× 7 convolutional layer that produce a 16×k channels
(k is a widening factor that equals 4 by default) [17,21,18]. Then, the ResNet has
a set of residual units performing multiple convolutions, besides the non-linear
ReLU and batch normalisation. ResNet ends with a global average pooling layer.
This layer produces a feature vector of 512 × k followed by a final layer for a
particular task. The performance of these models depends on the training data,
network architecture, and loss function. These models are trained on large scale
image datasets, e.g., ImageNet, and have been used as base-models within a vari-
ety of computer vision tasks [16]. Data augmentation techniques are also utilised
to achieve high accuracy and solve overfitting issues [29]. These models are being
developed to have deeper structures. They tackle the increasing size and complex-
ity of training data. Their loss functions are being developed to compute effective
gradients to learn the most discriminative convolution features. A large body of
research in computer vision uses these CNNs as base models to achieve different
visual representations such as supervised, unsupervised [45], and self-supervised
[24] tasks. Recently, these CNNs have advanced image classification accuracy. For
example, [17] achieved high accuracy in different image recognition tasks such as
localisation and detection using ImageNet and COCO datasets.
2.2 Graph Neural Networks
One of the main motivations of GNN is to generalise the CNN to the non-euclidean
graph data. GNN has two main research directions, including spectral and non-
spectral representations. Spectral representations depend on graph polynomial,
eigenvalues, and eigenvectors. This process requires extreme computations and re-
sults in structure-dependent representations [47]. Non-spectral GCN approaches
operate directly on graph spatial neighbours. They adapt with vary-sized neigh-
bourhoods to preserve the advantage of local in-variance of the CNN [9]. GNN
models have proposed to perform different computer vision tasks. [41] represents
videos as spatiotemporal graph considering their similarity relationships. [11] mod-
els dynamic knowledge evolution in videos in an end-to-end framework for video
classification. It adopts convolutional graph LSTM with an attention model to
learn the dynamic patterns across the video frames. [43] propose spatiotemporal
graph convolutional networks which automatically learn dynamics patterns of hu-
man body skeletons for humans action recognition. [13] generates action classifiers
using semantic-embeddings as input to graph convolutional networks. [34] employs
graph convolutional networks for person re-identification. [10] applies RNN net-
works on cyclic variations of directed graphs to model the moving object structure.
It also utilises CNN to enhance its robustness to similar distractors. [12] incorpo-
rates two types of GCNs into a Siamese framework for object tracking. It uses
spatiotemporal GCN, similar to [8], with a fully-connected Siamese network as in
[2]. However, to our knowledge, no GNN work considers the whole image repre-
sentation. In this paper, we propose to encode the 2D image into a feature vector
based on flexibly constructed grid-graphs.
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2.3 Graph Representations
The main contribution of this paper is a new image representation learning method
form flexible gird-graphs. This idea extends many previous graph construction
techniques. These techniques include part-based [12], region-based [3,26], tree
graphs [38], predefined skeleton [43], patch-based grid-graph [47], and pixel grid-
graphs [14]. Table 1 describes these techniques and lists their application and
limitations. The part-based approach is simply dividing the image into a set of
segments or patches [12]. These segments are used to construct the graph nodes
and edges. This approach depends on the spectral graph representation and node
embeddings to perform visual recognition. However, it loses significant local con-
textual structures. Region-based, not only with graphs, approaches use image re-
gions for contextual reasoning and perception [3]. Region-based approaches cluster
similar image pixels into coherent regions. Graph structures are utilised to model
various contexts for image recognition. Graphs region-based approaches outper-
form CNN in encoding long relations between image regions [26]. Tree graphs are
constructed with the whole image as the root node and main components as child
nodes. A leaf node represents each pixel in the image. For example, a tree graph is
used in face recognition considering the face as a root node, and major face organs
are child nodes connected to the leaf nodes or pixels [38]. Predefined skeleton-based
methods are limited to certain shapes such as human body based on annotated
joints or coordinates [43]. Pixel-level 2D grid-graphs construct a graph node for
each pixel in the given image [14]. This approach was combined with spectral graph
matrices, e.g. adjacency or Laplacian. To overcome the expected high-cost com-
putation, the nodes are connected with a few edges. Although calculating these
sparse matrices reduces the consumed computation, this pixel-level approach is
not effective in comparison to the previous methods. Another solution is to con-
struct a grid-graph using non-overlapped patches [47]. The latter approach aims to
reduce the number of the graph nodes and hence the required computation cost.
However, this approach lacks the deep knowledge of the local structures.
We propose grid2vec that takes the advantages of the global structure of the 2D
grid-graphs, local structure of the superpixels or region-based graphs, and flexible
structure of the skeleton-based methods.
3 grid2vec
We propose, grid2vec, an algorithmic framework that implements a GCN model
for visual representation learning. Specifically, our proposed grid2vec includes two
main steps; 1) construction of Flexible Grid-Graphs that is adaptive to the given
image semantics, and 2) learning node-embeddings through multiple CNNs and
eigenvectors centrality scores. We later experiment grid2vec on binary and multi-
class image classification. Table 2 lists the used notations.
The learning process of GCN depends on two functions including node em-
bedding and output learning. GCN aims to learn the graph G embeddings as
H ∈ Rn×b which comprises the neighbourhood information of the graph nodes V .
The state hn ∈ Rb represents the node v embedding in a d-dimension vector. This
process can be defined as a parametric local transition function. This function
is shared among all nodes and updates the node embeddings based on the input
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Table 1 A comparison between the existing graph construction methods.
Method Description Applications Limitations Design
Part-based
or Patch-
based
graph [12]
Segment the image into
a number of parts or
patches each of which
is represented by a
node in the graph
Object tracking. Loos informa-
tive local struc-
tures.
Region-
based or
Superpixels
graph [26,
6]
Group similar pixels
into a set of groups
(superpixels) and con-
struct graph nodes for
each group.
Object detec-
tion. Saliency
detection. Seg-
mentation.
Semantic object
parsing.
Loos informa-
tive local struc-
tures.
Tree graph
[38,39]
The whole image is
represented as a tree
graph. The root node
refer to the whole im-
age. The child nodes
represent the major
components of the im-
ages e.g. face organs
in face recognition. The
leaf nodes are the im-
age pixels.
Face recognition.
Image segmenta-
tion.
Hard coded.
High-cost
computation.
Skeleton
[43]
Search for a skeleton
point such as the hu-
man body.
Human body
recognition.
Hard coded.
Shape-
dependent.
Pixel-level
grid-graph
[4]
Construct a graph
node for each pixel in
the image.
Image reasoning. High-cost com-
puting.
Patch grid-
graph [47]
Construct a 2D grid-
graph node for patches
of non-overlapped pix-
els in the image.
Person re-
identification.
High-cost com-
puting.
grid2vec
(Ours)
Detect representative
features, e.g. strong
edges or key-points,
and build the graph
nodes using these
points.
Image repre-
sentation. Base
model for any vi-
sual recognition
task.
Dependent on
the quality
of key-point
detectors.
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Table 2 Used notations.
Notations Descriptions Notations Descriptions
G Graph V The set of nodes in a graph.
v A node v ∈ V . E The set of edges in a graph.
eij An edge eij ∈ E. N(v) The neighbours of a node v.
u ∈ N(v) A neighbour of v. z ∈ N(u) A 2-step neighbour of v, neigh-
bour of neighbour.
n The number of nodes, n = |V |. m The number of edges, m = |E|.
d The dimension of a node fea-
ture vector.
X ∈
Rn×d
The feature matrix of a graph.
xv ∈ Rd The feature vector of the node
v.
b The dimension of a hidden
node feature vector.
H ∈
Rn×b
The node hidden feature ma-
trix.
hv ∈ Rb The hidden feature vector of
node v.
c The dimension of an edge fea-
ture vector.
Xe ∈
Rm×c
The edge feature matrix of a
graph.
y The actual output label. yˆ The predicted output label.
Fig. 2 Examples of Flexible Grid-Graphs that are generated for human bodies in different
positions. The last item in (d) seems to be different from the other grid-graphs. However, it is
similar to the human face in Fig. 1 (a).
neighbourhood. Specifically, this function computes the node embedding using the
features of the node, its edges, and its neighbourhood. The second main function
is to learn the output label of each node. The embedding and output functions
can be defined as follow:
hv =
∑
u∈N(v)
f(xv, x
e
(v,u), hu, xu) (1)
ov = g(hv, xv) (2)
where, hv is the embedding state of the node v, xv is the node features, x
e
v,u the
feature vector of the edge between the node v and its neighbour u, hu and xu are
the embeddings and features of neighbourhood nodes. g is a local function that
describes the node output label. By stacking the the versions of f and g for all
nodes, we get F and G which are the global transition and output functions. GCN
uses a gradient-descent algorithm for the learning process with loss =
∑
i∈n(yi −
yˆi), where n is the number of labelled nodes, and y and yˆ represent the target and
output labels, respectively. Finally, we concatenate the learned node embeddings
in one vector to represent the given image.
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Fig. 3 The utilised VGG-16 architecture to extract the convolution features for the graph
patches.
3.1 Flexible Grid-graphs Construction
We represent the input image in the form of Flexible Grid-Graphs. As a prepos-
sessing step, we carefully select the pixels of candidate key-points. Fig. 1 (a and b)
visualise the detected key-points using the algorithm in [32]. In Fig. 1 (a), we input
five as the feature number for the key-point detector. The points are not repre-
sentative because they are located in a small area with little distance in between.
Therefore, we added a clustering layer on top of the key-point detector. Specif-
ically, we specify the feature number to be 250, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Then,
we use K-means clustering to select most representative 5 clusters, i.e., points,
as visualised in Fig. 1 (c). The selected pixels are used as the graph nodes. The
coordinates of these nodes contribute to the graph variations/ flexibility in the
same class through various imagesfor example, Fig. 2 (a, b, c, and d) represent
the graphs for different people while having different spatial distributions of the
nodes. They also contribute to the scene identities. For example, although human
faces in Fig. 1 (a) and 2 (d) have quite different graph representation, they are
still similar in comparison to the full-body graphs in Fig. 2 (a, b, and c).
3.2 Patch Generation and CNN-based Feature Extraction
We slice a patch of 32×32 pixels around the centre of each node, as shown in Fig.
1 (f). This process tends to eliminate the insignificant or unrepresentative image
parts, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (f), the generated patches represent all different
important sections in the original image in Fig. 1 (a). The generated patches are
in total of 25 patches (25,600 pixels) instead of the original 438 × 640 (280,320
pixels). The pixel rate is reduced by around 91% of the original image.
We then extract convolution features for each patch. To assure the quality of
the extracted features, we utilise one of the state-of-the-art CNN-based feature
extraction networks, i.e., VGG-16 which is pre-trained on the ImageNet [36]. This
can be replaced with other similar architectures or image feature extraction meth-
ods. For example, histograms of gradients or colours can be utilised to extract the
patch features. The extracted convectional features are embedded to their node
in a singularity model. These node features represent the graph nodes’ attributes
which will be used to compute the node embedding.
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Fig. 4 Node Aggregation. (a) shows the original grid-graph which is extracted from Fig. 1.
(b and c) show rigid 2-steps node aggregation for a node at the centre and the corner nodes,
respectively. In this example, the node aggregation starts first to aggregate the features of nodes
with direct edges with the target node (coloured in blue) using their neighbours (coloured in
green). Then, it aggregates the embedding of the target node (coloured in red) using the former
computed embeddings. The two steps aggregation process is detailed in Fig. 5 (d) illustrates
6 different clusters of nodes based on the edge-attribute of distance.
Fig. 5 grid2vec node aggregation. (a) shows an example of 9-nodes image. (b) CNN features
as input to the embedding network. (c) aggregating the features of each node neighbours. (d
and e) calculate the output vector of each node. (f) the sum of all graph vectors into the final
representation vector.
3.3 Representation Learning and Node Embedding
As described in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, the proposed approach has two main functions for
node embedding and node classification. We define the grid-graph as G = (V,E)
where V is a set of nodes and E represent the edges. The goal of the proposed GCN
is to learn the embedding state hv ∈ Rb. The grid2vec uses the node attributes,
i.e., the CNN-based extracted features, to learn the node embedding. As discussed
earlier, the grid2vec constructs the grid-graph as a flexible skeleton. Therefore, the
edges usually have different characteristics e.g. edge length between two nodes.
hv =
∑
u∈N(v)
Xu
ηTu
εu
+
∑
z∈N(u)
Xz
(
ηTz
εz
) 1
2
(3)
where the ηTu is the transpose of the eigenvector of the node, Xu is the CNN-based
features of the node neighbour N(v), ε is the eigenvalue of the current node N(u)
represents the neighbours of the current node’s neighbours, and Xz is the features
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of the neighbour z. To this end, we have defined the grid-graphs, its nodes and
nodes’ attributes, and its edges and edges’ attributes, i.e, the distance between the
nodes as Ev,u = dist(v, u). The next step is to define each node’s neighbourhood
and aggregate the node embeddings.
One possible solution is to use spectral graph theory. Fourier basis eigenvec-
tors and their corresponding eigenvalues represent the direction and variance of
the graph Laplacian. The decomposed eigenvectors is a matrix U ∈ Rn×n that
contains ηn where n dimension is the same node counts. These eigenvectors have
a natural signal-frequency interpretation for the graph. The spectral Fourier basis
decomposition produces the matrix U that diagonalises the Laplacian.
L = diag(A+ I)−1 = UΛUT (4)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix of non-negative real eigenvalues. In this scenario, for
graph convolution, Eq. 3 concatenates + the aggregated sum of the node neigh-
bours and their neighbours. This operation limits the convolution as a 2-steps
aggregation process.
Eigenvector centrality calculates the centrality score for each node based on
its neighbours. Eigenvector centrality is an extension of the simple degree cen-
trality. Degree centrality is an awarding mechanism giving one centrality point
for every neighbour in the graph. Eigenvector centrality considers the importance
level of each neighbour. The node importance increases or decreases bases on the
importance of its neighbours. Eigenvector centrality assigns each node a score
proportional to the sum of its neighbours’ scores as follows:
xv = ε
−1
l
∑
Av,uxu (5)
where xv represents the centrality of the node v, εl is the largest eigenvalue, Av, u
is an element in the adjacency matrix, and the xv is the neighbour node.
Also, we utilise the state-of-the-art node2vec [15] algorithm to compute the
node embeddings. It is useful to produce flexible nodes’ neighbourhoods. The
neighbourhood design is biased to random walks. This process enables the al-
gorithm to learn a low-dimensional feature space based on the skip-gram that is
utilised in the deep-walk methodology [31]. The aim now is to maximise node
neighbourhood log-probability, as in the following objective function:
max
f
∑
v∈V
log Pr(N(v)|f(v)) (6)
The edge weights are used to bias the random walks to control the next node that
will be considered in the neighbourhood. Finally, the outcome of the previous stage
that consists of 25 node vectors is concatenated/ summed in one vector, which is
the grid vector, i.e., grid2vec. We evaluated two versions of grid2vec, including
large and reduced vector. The large vector concatenates the resultant 25 vectors
into 25 × 512 vector. The reduced version takes the summation of the 25 vectors
into one 512 vector. Besides, we also implemented a layer message aggregation
network based on GCN [23].
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the grid2vec implementation. It takes
an input image and returns a features vector. The feature vector is computed
based on the grid-graph representations. Fig. 5 shows the main steps of the node
aggregation process.
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Algorithm 1: grid2vec
Input: image
Output: features vector
Function grid graphs(image, N size):
grid←− Nodes&Edges
return grid
Function grid2vec(grid, V size):
Pathces←− Patches generation(grid[N ])
foreach n ∈ grid[N ] do
grid[n][Convolution]←− CNN(Pacthes[n])
grid[e][distance]←− Distance(ni, ni+1)
embeddings←− nodeEmbeddings(grid)
grid2vec←− concatenate(embeddings)
return grid2vec
Fig. 6 Sample images from the ASIRRA dataset.
At this stage, we introduced the main components of grid2vec, including the
construction of the Flexible Grid-Graphs and learning the node embeddings. In
the following sections, we discuss the experimental result of each component.
4 Experimental Results
For evaluation purpose, we utilised grid2vec to extract the feature vectors of two
image datasets. Then, we develop a simple fully-connected neural network to clas-
sify the images. In the following subsections, we discuss the utilised datasets and
performance of grid2vec to show its efficiency and accuracy. We experimented
grid2vec as a visual representation algorithm. We visualise the produced vectors
to highlight the learned feature space. We also experimented grid2vec on binary
and multi-class image classification tasks.
4.1 Image Datasets
Two datasets are considered to make experiments with the grid2vec of both visual
representation learning and image classification tasks. Specifically, we used the
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Fig. 7 Sample images from the COCO dataset.
Fig. 8 Imbalanced categories’ counts of the COCO dataset
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ASIRRA (Animal Species Image Recognition for Restricting Access) published by
Microsoft for binary classification, and COCO dataset [27], i.e., Microsoft Common
Objects in COntext, for multi-class classification. The former has 25,00 for training
and 2,000 images for testing, see Fig. 6. It is a balanced dataset having, for each
class, 12,500 and 1,000 images for training and testing, respectively. On the other
hand, the COCO dataset is used under the 2017 annotations with 123,287 images.
The annotations include 80 object categories and 12 super categories, see Fig. 7.
One image may be annotated with one or more object class. We filter the dataset
to use the only images that are annotated to one class. Therefore, the final utilised
dataset is around 29,000 images for multi-class classification on 12 super categories.
This utilised sub-set produce challenging issues. First, it is imbalanced, as can
be seen in Fig. 8. Second, it is composed of quite heterogeneous images. This
heterogeneity stemmed from the utilisation of the super high-level categoriesfor
example, Fig. 7 show a few samples of three different categories: vehicles, indoor,
and accessories. The heterogeneity issue can be seen in multiple ways: different
backgrounds as in the vehicle category, e.g. sea and grass; different items as in
the indoor category, e.g. vase, bear, and teeth brush; and various types as in
accessories, e.g. necktie, bag, and umbrella.
4.2 Visual Feature Representation Learning
grid2vec is a visual representation algorithm that represents a given image into
feature vector. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show a 2D visualisations of grid2vec represen-
tations of 2-classes (ASIRRA) and 12-classes (COCO) image datasets. grid2vec
produces a 1 × 512 vector of features for each image. We utilised Principle Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensional for visualisation purpose. Fig.
9 highlights the superiority of grid2vec performance. The given ASIRRA image
dataset is successfully represented in a significant way. This high performance is
supported later by the classification accuracy. Fig. 10 shows the grid2vec perfor-
mance on COCO image dataset. The given dataset is highly imbalanced as shown
in Fig. 8. However, grid2vec still produce discriminative features as illustrated in
Fig. 10.
4.3 Ablation Study
We implemented grid2vec using various embedding aggregation methods. These
methods are as follows:
1. grid2vec-Agg1 : computes the node feature embeddings by aggregating the di-
rect connected neighbours. The aggregated vectors are concatenated as one
vector. For example, a 5× 5 grid-graph that have 25 nodes will have 25× 512
features in the output vector.
2. grid2vec-Agg1R: works like grid2vec-Agg1 in terms of the aggregation process.
However, instead of producing large vector (25 × 512), this method takes the
sum of the 25 node vectors to represent the image in 1× 512 feature vector.
3. grid2vec-Agg2 : considers the current node’s neighbours and their direct con-
nected neighbours. So, it is a two-step version of grid2vec-Agg1.
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Fig. 9 PCA 2-components visualisation of ASIRRA dataset grid2vec vectors.
Fig. 10 PCA 2-components visualisation of COCO dataset grid2vec vectors.
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Table 3 Experimental results of using grid2vec embedding methods with batch size of 32×32.
Embedding
Method
Train
Acc.
Train
loss
Test
Acc.
Test
loss
Avg.
speed
grid2vec-Agg1 98.5% 0.016 88.7% 0.115 0.053
grid2vec-Agg1R 96.5% 0.09 98.8% 0.049 0.051
grid2vec-Agg2 98.7% 0.014 90.8% 0.093 0.074
grid2vec-Agg2R 95.4% 0.115 96.8% 0.102 0.070
grid2vec-EVC1 99% 0.03 88.8% 0.303 0.053
grid2vec-EVC1R 97.4% 0.07 97.9% 0.069 0.050
grid2vec-EVC2 98.5% 0.016 90.2% 0.1 0.076
grid2vec-EVC2R 96.7% 0.086 96.1% 0.122 0.076
4. grid2vec-Agg2R: is the reduced version of grid2vec-Agg2. grid2vec-Agg2R con-
siders both the two-steps and vector reduction concepts.
5. grid2vec-EVC1 : normalises the output of grid2vec-Agg1 with the Eigenvector
Centrality of the flexible grid-graphs.
6. grid2vec-EVC1R: is a reduced version of grid2vec-EVC1 that normalise and
reduce the output vector.
7. grid2vec-EVC2 : extends the method of grid2vec-EVC1 to the neighbours of
neighbours at only two-steps.
8. grid2vec-EVC2R: is a reduced version of grid2vec-EVC2. This method con-
siders the two-steps neighbours aggregation, normalisation with eigenvector
centrality, and vector size reduction.
9. grid2vec+node2vec: uses the node2vec [15] to compute node embeddings.
10. grid2vec+GCN : using the GCN [23] to learn the node embeddings.
We accomplished a large set of experiments to evaluate the performance of
grid2vec. Table 3 lists sample results of model training using the embedding as
mentioned earlier methods. The average speed highlights how fast grid2vec is. The
results show that grid2vec process around 20 images per second. The embedding
calculation methods have different learning behaviours. Specifically, the methods
that concatenate the output vectors as one large vector tend to have inferior test
accuracy. They show around 9% less than the training accuracy. However, the
reduced-vector based methods show better learning behaviour for both training
and testing. This significant performance of the reduced grid2vec caused by using
most discriminative 512 features instead of using large vector of 12, 800 features.
We evaluate the parameters of grid2vec such as patch size of image part around
each node and kep-points. Table 4 shows the performance results of building
grid2vec of grid graphs on 7 key-points. These results decreased by a range of
6 to 15 percent from using grid2vec on 5 key-points, see Table 3. Table 5 shows
the training results of the grid2vec reduced methods. These experiments were de-
signed to utilise 64× 64 batch sizes to calculate the convolutional feature of each
node. The accuracy degraded significantly in all the methods. For example, the
test accuracy of grid2vec-Agg1R is decreased from 98.8% to 90.1%. This results
supports the strength of the grid2vec proposed architecture that has 32×32 batch
sizes.
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Table 4 Performance results of grid2vec with grid graphs of 7× 7 (49) nodes.
Embedding
Method
Train
Acc.
Train
loss
Test
Acc.
Test
loss
Avg.
speed
grid2vec-Agg1 94.8% 0.068 81.5% 0.135 0.412
grid2vec-Agg2 94.3% 0.087 82.3% 0.144 0.401
grid2vec-Agg2R 81.0% 0.082 79.7% 0.41 0.426
grid2vec-EVC1 93.8% 0.066 80.3% 0.156 0.431
grid2vec-EVC2 92.5% 0.090 80.4% 0.187 0.43
grid2vec-EVC2R 81.0% 0.084 78.8% 0.409 0.455
grid2vec-EVC1R 82.1% 0.064 79.5% 0.394 0.433
grid2vec-Agg1R 81.8% 0.063 81.2% 0.398 0.402
Table 5 Performance results of grid2vec with batch size of 64× 64.
Embedding
Method
Train
Acc.
Train
loss
Test
Acc.
Test
loss
Avg.
speed
grid2vec-Agg1R 93.9% 0.066 90.1% 0.105 0.039
grid2vec-Agg2R 99.3% 0.019 90% 0.227 0.053
grid2vec-EVC1R 95.7% 0.098 90.9% 0.229 0.041
grid2vec-EVC2R 95.7% 0.097 89.4% 0.263 0.057
4.4 Benchmarking Results
For bench-marking purposes, we compare the vector size and learning results of
the grid2vec with the state-of-the-art CNN-based methods, which are pre-trained
on ImageNet, such as VGG [36], ResNets [17,21,18], DenseNet [20], MobileNet
[33,19], NASNet [48],Xception [7] and InceptionV3 [37]. We also compare with
the node2vec [15] and GCN [23] based aggregated nodes.
Fig. 11 shows the significant dimensionality reduction that achieved by grid2vec.
It represents an image only by a 512 feature vector. However, the other algorithms
have produced very high-dimensional vectors ranging form a minimum of 25,090
to a maximum of 487,874 for the VGG16 and the NASNet large version, respec-
tively. Tables 6 and 7 and list the learning train and test accuracy and loss scores.
In binary classification, grid2vec achieves 96.5% and 98.8% for test outperforming
all the state-of-the-art methods such as VGG16, VGG19, and ResNet50. In multi-
class, grid2vec achieves 83% for both training and testing. The results of both
binary and multi-class image classifications show the consistency of grid2vec’s
learning behaviour. grdi2vec learns smoothly in both tasks, as train and test ac-
curacy are very close. Although some of the state-of-the-art algorithms achieve
high-accuracy, they show over-fitting and fluctuating between the train and test
results. Appearance, they suffer from the challenging issues of the utilised dataset
as discussed in Section 4.1. This result confirms the superiority of grid2vec as an
efficient visual representation learning approach. On the other hand, grid2vec out-
performs the state-of-the-art graph embedding methods. grid2vec has 10 and 25
per cent more test accuracy in comparison to using GCN and node2vec.
5 Conclusion
We propose a novel GNN-based approach to learn visual features, called grid2vec.
It is able to learn representation through Flexible Grid-Graphs that adapt to
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Fig. 11 Comparison of vector size
Table 6 Binary classification benchmarking results.
Model Train Acc. Train Loss Test Acc. Test Loss
VGG16 [36] 81.5% 0.276 82.2% 0.274
VGG19 [36] 89.5% 0.130 88.2% 0.137
ResNet50 [17] 99% 0.015 50% 0.502
InceptionV3 [37] 99.3% 0.012 97.2% 0.032
DenseNet121 [20] 99.1% 0.017 94.3% 0.073
MobileNet [19] 99.4% 0.011 98.4% 0.023
NASNetMobile [48] 99.4% 0.009 97.9% 0.022
grid2vec+node2vec [15] 83.5% 0.349 73.0% 0.122
grid2vec+GCN [23] 98.6% 0.036 89.2% 0.271
grid2vec (ours) 96.5% 0.090 98.8% 0.049
Table 7 Multi-class classification benchmarking results.
Model Train Acc. Train Loss Test Acc. Test Loss
VGG16 [36] 79.2% 0.672 79.0% 0.738
VGG19 [36] 92.1% 0.258 82.9% 0.620
ResNet50 [17] 92.4% 0.239 33.8% 0.240
InceptionV3 [37] 93.2% 0.217 60.5% 1.923
DenseNet121 [20] 82.4 0.591 20.0% 7.597
MobileNet [19] 97.4% 0.080 70.7% 1.196
NASNetMobile [48] 98.0% 0.063 19.3% 4.574
grid2vec+node2vec [15] 38.4% 1.626 36.4% 2.043
grid2vec+GCN [23] 83.2% 0.480 70.3% 1.020
grid2vec (ours) 83.2% 0.467 82.9% 0.501
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the input image. The experimental results show the superiority of the proposed
grid2vec in both dimensionality reduction and image classification. In the future,
we will investigate the usage of grid2vec for visual segmentation and object detec-
tion and tracking.
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